NOTES:

1. BEAM CENTERED IN APERTURE WITHIN ±1.0mm.

2. THIS HOLE PATTERN IS USED WHEN BOTTOM ACCESS MOUNTING IS DESIRED WITH M8 FASTENERS.

3. THIS HOLE PATTERN IS USED WHEN BOTTOM ACCESS MOUNTING IS DESIRED WITH 5/16-18 FASTENERS.

4. THIS HOLE PATTERN IS USED WHEN TOP ACCESS MOUNTING IS DESIRED. STANDARD OR METRIC FASTENERS.
DESCRIPTION:

OUTLINE & MOUNTING, P250

WATER OUTLET
(12mm TUBE FITTING)

ETHERNET PORT

1/4" PURGE FITTING

48V POWER TERMINAL
(M10X1.5)

GND TERMINAL
(M10X1.5)

WATER INLET
(12mm TUBE FITTING)

DETAIL A

TEMP (GRN/RED)

READY (YELLOW)

INTERLOCK (GRN/RED)

SHUTTER (BLUE)

LASE (RED)

CONTROL I/O

PROPRIETARY

THIS DRAWING IS PROPRIETARY TO SYNRAD INC. AND SHALL NOT BE USED OR DISCLOSED IN WHOLE OR IN PART WITHOUT WRITTEN PERMISSION OF SYNRAD INC.